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We got:
* Talk radio hosts saying Scott Wiener 
has ' an emaciated vegan face
* This op ed saying the bill would turn 
homeowners into an "endangered 
species
ocregister.com/2019/04/17/sen...
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iSo If your neighborhood has a community college and a bus stop, you could wake up one 
morning to find the house next door surrounded by a construction fence and about to become a 
four- or five-story apartment building with no parking spaces.

John J. Bauters
@JohnBauters

They couldn't do this if you were a spotted owl.
Councilmember for the Rottenest
the Pacific Coast | Housing i; a Hu endangered California homeowner is not protected. In fact, homeowners are blamed for

Right | Native Midwesterner | Som 

mistaken for an Otter

everything from climate change to the loss of music education. Now homeowners are blamed for
the state's lack of affordable housing.

If you're having trouble following the logic of that, get your mind out of the 18th, 13th or 20th 
century, when Americans fought wars for freedom, and get “woke.'' Boxy apartment buildings and 
public transit are California's future, according to our supreme rulers in the Cowtown Kremlin.
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Sacramento's Iron Curtain is the "urban boundary," an Invisible line to prevent the "sprawl" of new 
suburban developments in outlying areas, the kind of places where people can afford to buy 
homes with a yard for the dog and a driveway for the basketball hoop. Instead of building new 
communities, the plan is to increase the density of the existing ones.
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Meanwhile, I count at least three state lawmakers denouncing an antM5B50 

mailer that went out in San Francisco this week with James Baldwin's picture, 

comparing the bill to urban renewal.
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Richard Bloom(^Richard Bloom

A San Francisco mailer alleging racist intent about my colleague Senator 

@Scott_Wiener, paid for by the AIDS Healthcare Foundation under the 

name "Healthy Housing Foundation by AHF," is outrageous and offensive 

and has no place in our political discourse.
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Replying to cwdubnQ

As a homeowner I look forward to the protections of the Endangered Species 

Act. My habitat needs include no cars and apartments everywhere in my 

neighborhood near transit.
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Next door in Silicon Valley

Replying to ' v : ■

HAM, EVERYONE KNOWS THAT WHEN A HOME GETS BUILT, U FORCES OUT A 

SENIOR CITIZEN WHO THEN HAS TO PAY TAXES ON $1.5M IN CAPITAL GAINS 

AND RETIRE TO HAWAII - JUST LIKE THE DEER
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Next door in Silicon Valley @nextdoorsv

Dear future sociologists and future TED speakers: Could
v
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Liam Dillon on Twitter: "#SB50, the bill to allow more apartments near...®
https://twitter.com/dillonliam/status/1108398502709624832 ▼

Mar 20, 2019 - HoyaSaxa. liam.dillon@latimes.com ... latimes.com/la-bio-liam-di.........Unlike last

year’s version of the bill, SB 50 is virtually assured to advance ...

Top stories

^ California housing bill targeting wealthy cities
could rezone nearly all of Palo Alto
Los Angeles Times ■ 7 hours ago
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Liam Dillon on Twitter: "California’s #SB50 is passing the Senate ...e
https://twitler.eom/dillonliam/status/1113206819181039616 ▼

Apr 2, 2019 - Stale politics and policy writer @latimes. Housing, taxes and probably a few other 

things. Philly native. Hoya Saxa. liam.dillon@latimes.com.

California legislator revives bill to boost apartment complexes near...®
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-ca-hoLising-transit-bill-20181204-story.html ▼

Dec 4, 2018 By Liam Dillon ... State Building & Construction Trades Council of California, 

opposed the earlier legislation but backs SB 50, which includes ...

California housing bill targeting wealthy cities could rezone nearly all 0
https://www.lalimes.com/.../la-pol-ca-california-apartment-construction-density-palo-a.. ▼

By Liam Dillon. Apr 22, 2019 | 5:00 AM. ] Palo Alto ... Senate Bill 50 could clear the way for higher- 

density housing in the area. (Noah Berger / For The Times).

L.A. City Council opposes state bill that would lift local zoning rules ...©
https://www.latimes.com/.../Ia-me-!n-sb50-los-angeles-city-council-20190416-story.ht... ▼

6 days ago SB 50 would allow developers to build four- to five-story residential projects ... Liam 

Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los ...

Bay Area leads charge on fixing housing crisis. Will it work for the rest
https://www.latimes.com/.../la-pol-ca-bay-area-housing-dominance-20190320-story.hl... » 

Mar 20, 2019 - By Liam Dillon. Mar 20 .... against demolishing rental housing — into Senate Bill 

50, a new version of the legislation he's introduced this year.

Tuesday’s Briefing: Lawmaker Pushes New Transit-Housing Bill ...©
https://www.easlbayexpress.com/.../tuesdays-briefing-Iawmaker-pushes-new-transit-ho.. ▼ 

Dec 4, 2018 - The new legislation, SB 50, would allow buildings of up to four to Five ... to live in their 

parents’ homes," reports Liam Dillon of the LATimesS.
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2 - News ] California YIMBY©
https://cayimby.0rg/news/page/2/ ▼

California YIMBY Announces SB 50 - The More HOMES Act. Note: We launched a . . Aug 17, 2018 

■ Articles Los Angeles Times ■ Liam Dillon and Ben Poston ...
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L.A. City Council opposes state bill 
that would lift local zoning rules

By DAVID ZAHNISER and LIAM DILLON
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